Cookbooks


COWBOY COOKBOOK: Great Recipes from Cowboy Country!, Fischer. A colorful collection of cowboy cookery that includes both old style and current versions of famous cowboy recipes. 96 pgs., ISBN: 9781885590961, $10.95 [COWBOY COOK]


OLD-TIME FARMHOUSE COOKING: Rural American Recipes and Farm Lore, Swell. You’ll wanna gather friends and family around to sample the wonderful, historic recipes here…from main courses to desserts and snacks, it’s all here as well as the lore and wisdom of a by-gone era. 72 pgs., ISBN: 9781883206413, 6.95 [OLD TIME COOK]

SECRETS OF THE GREAT OLD-TIMEY COOKS: Historical Recipes, Lore & Wisdom, Swell. Learn the tips and techniques of yesterday’s kitchen and recipes, while being entertained by over 90 vintage photos, illustrations, historical trivia, folk remedies and more! 72 pgs., ISBN: 9781883206376, 8.95 [SECRETS COOKS]

FRONTIER FARE: Recipes and Lore from the Old West, Monahan. A captivating look at history and food! Combines myths, nostalgia, and legends with usable, delicious, and fun recipes for use at home or on the trail—all with a western theme. 240 pgs., ISBN: 9780762797547, 8.18.95 [FRONTIER FARE]

LOG CABIN COOKING: Pioneer Recipes & Food Lore, Swell. Learn to cook like a pioneer! Here are the innovative recipes that folks on the frontier created to give them a taste of home; also includes a heapin’ helpin’ of old time knowledge and trivia. 64 pgs., ISBN: 9781883206253, $6.95 [CABIN COOK]

THE COWBOY’S COOKBOOK: Recipes and Tales from Campfires, Cookouts, and Chuck Wagons, Monahan. From chuck wagon recipes to dutch-oven favorites enjoy recipes, photos, and lore celebrating the cowboy’s role in shaping the American West. 154 pgs., ISBN: 9781493010667, 18.95 [COWBOY RECIPE]

AUNT BARB’S BREAD BOOK: Yesterday’s Breads for Today’s Kitchen, Swell. Learn to bake breads like they used to “back in the day” using 19th century recipes, guidance and materials; includes the rich history of American bread making, as well over 30 mouth-watering, aromatic, recipes. 72 pgs., ISBN: 9781883206628, 8.6.95 [BREAD BOOK]


THE LOST ART OF PIE MAKING MADE EASY, Swell. Pie, delicious, pie! This fun, informative cookbook is cram full of old fashioned pie recipes, as well as a pinch of pie trivia to keep you entertained while cooking. 72 pgs., ISBN: 9781883206420, 8.6.95 [PIE MAKING]

COOKING THE DUTCH OVEN WAY, Woodruff. Whether novice or veteran, this essential reference will tell you all you need to select, use and care for your Dutch oven; includes over 180 easy-to-make recipes. 182 pgs., ISBN: 9780762782109, 8.14.95 [DUTCH OVEN]

CAMP COOKING: 100 Years, National Museum of Forest Service History. Features legendary Dutch oven meals, open-fire dishes, and other tasty outdoor specialties. Contains recipes, photos, and anecdotes that tell the whole history of these brave and hardy individuals. Spiral Bound. 192 pgs., ISBN: 9781586857615, 8.9.95 [CAMP COOKING]

EASY RV RECIPES: Easy Recipes for the Traveling Cook!, Holmes. Handy collection of easily prepared classic recipes adapted for on-the-road. 122 pgs., ISBN: 9780914846291, 8.10.95 [RV RECIPES]
DIRTY GOURMET: Food for Your Outdoor Adventures, Trudeau/ Nielson/Kwan. From car camping to back country packing and from savory snacks to full-fledged gourmet dinners, learn how to prepare delicious and nutritious energy creating meals while roughing it in the great outdoors. 268 pgs., ISBN 9781586851129, $24.95 [DIRTY GOURMET]


101 THINGS TO DO WITH CHILE PEPPERS, Hoopes. ISBN 9781423644330 [101 CHILE PPR]

101 THINGS TO DO WITH A DUTCH OVEN, Winterston. ISBN 9781586856785 [101 DUTCH]

101 THINGS TO DO WITH A TORTILLA, Tillet. ISBN 9781586854690 [101 TORTILLA]

101 THINGS TO DO WITH A BBQ, Tillet. ISBN 9781586856984 [101 BBQ]

SOUTHWEST DUTCH OVEN, Dumler. Create tasty, gourmet Southwestern classics, like tamale pie and chili, as well as unique dishes like Sonoran Hot Dogs and Baja Pizza; from main courses to breads, desserts, snacks and more, these simple and delicious recipes will get you cookin’ dutch oven style in no time flat. Hard cover, 128 pgs., ISBN 9781423636359, $15.95 [SW DUTCH OVEN]


SOUTHWEST SLOW COOKING, Biber and Howell. Contains 101 kitchen-tested Southwest recipes for the slow cooker. 128 pgs., ISBN 97808781388560, $16.95 [SW SLOW COOK]

KOKOPELLI’S COOKBOOK: Authentic Recipes of the Southwest, Cunkle. Mouth-watering collection of traditional Southwestern recipes blends Native, Spanish, Mexican and Anglo pioneer styles of cooking; also includes Native illustrations. Spiral bound. 112 pgs., ISBN 9781885590244, $10.95 [KOKOCOOKBOOK]

THE MEXICAN SLOW COOKER, Schneider. These slow cooking recipes do the work for you, while enhancing flavor and reducing cooking time. All the traditional favorites here from tamales to mole. 138 pgs., ISBN 9781607431663, $19.99 [MEX SLOW COOK]

SALSA LOVERS COOKBOOK: More than 180 Sensational Salsa Recipes for Appetizers, Salads, Main Dishes, & Desserts, Bollin. Create salsa recipes for every taste, meal, and occasion. 112 pgs., ISBN 9780914846802, $10.95 [SALSA]

CHILI LOVERS’ COOKBOOK, Fischer. Chili cook-off, prize-winning recipes and regional favorites, from mild to fiery, with and without beans. 128 pgs., ISBN 9780914846602, $10.95 [CHILI]

SOUP’S ON!: Hot Recipes from Cool Chefs, Hoobs. Contains over 125 tempting recipes from 100 top-notch chefs, bistros, B&Bs, inns, and glitzy resorts. 199 pgs., ISBN 9780964201217, $12.95 [SOUPS]

SALSAS AND TACOS, Santa Fe School of Cooking. Contains recipes for the most taste-tempting tacos you’ll ever put in your mouth. And what to top them with—of course, it must be the perfect salsa! Hard cover, 128 pgs., ISBN 97801423651635, $14.99 [SALSA & TACOS]

JERKY EVERYTHING, Braun. It’s surprisingly easy to make jerky, no fancy equipment or ingredients needed… and in this book you can go beyond “just beef” to poultry, game, fish and even vegetables, with over 120 recipes and versions of everyone’s favorite snack! 230 pgs., ISBN 9781585572711, $19.95 [JRKYEVRYYTHING]